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*The Audel̓ s Guides to the Building Trades,
Theo. Audel & Company, 1923, frontispiece.

ThankYou,Larry Gray

hen we build, let us think that we build forever. Let it not be for
present delight nor for present use alone. Let it be such work as
our descendants will thank us for; and let us think, as we lay stone
on stone, that a time is to come when those stones will be held sa-
cred because our hands have touched them, and that men
will say, as they look upon the labor and wrought substance of them,
“See! This our father did for us.”

— John Ruskin*WWW
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Our intentions going into this

project were to stabilize one wall of
this 1830’s stone house and assist in the heating system
upgrade. Several projects…andmanyman (& woman)-
hours…later, we completed an absolutely remarkable
restoration of one of Lancaster County’s premier historic
homes.

The rear wall of the house had been showing serious
signs of settling, and the owners asked if Restore ‘NMore
could do anything to repair it aside from tearing out and
rebuilding the old stone walls and disrupting the original
“fabric” of the structure. The timing could not have been
better because we had been waiting for the opportunity
to use a relatively new process for stabilizing structures;
one that would make little or no invasive techniques to
the walls.

The process, known asmud jacking, employs the sim-
ple concept of pressure to work its magic. After drilling
holes into the ground below a failing foundation or slab,
a slurry mixture of concrete is forcefully pumped into the
voids which are the cause of the settling problem and
then the concrete, under extreme pressure, slowly lifts
the structure upwards.

While the heating crewwas performing themechani-
cal upgrade, Dennis and his crew of carpenters were on
hand tomake the resulting carpentry repairs. As part of
the mechanical upgrade process, they removed the

wood flooring in the Dining
Room to allow for the installa-
tion of in-floor heating. The
existing flooring was amod-
ern hardwood floor, so they
replaced it with vintage ran-
dom-width pine flooring to
match the original flooring
found throughout the remain-
der of the house.

Another room, the Office,
sat directly above an arched
cellar. The joists had deterio-
rated and needed to be re-
paired, and themechanics
needed to get the in-floor heat
installed under that floor.
Since the only access was lit-

erally from the top, our carpenters
very carefully lifted most of the
original flooring, made the joist re-
pairs, and themechanics installed
the in-floor heat. We then re-in-
stalled the same original flooring
in the same order that it was re-
moved, fastening it with the same
type of vintage nails.
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as guides for replicating the
window seats’ original sizes and
shape. The ghosts indicated that
the fronts were gracefully bowed;
however, the ghosts did not reveal
whether the seat fronts had raised
panels, flush panels, or some other
design. One second-floor window
had its original window seat still in-
tact, and Dennis used that as a pat-
tern for duplicating the style of
raised panels and stiles. At those
windows that did not originally
have window seats, the wall panels
were still intact but they still re-
quired extensive repairs. Even the
chair rails throughout the many
rooms had been chopped into to
accommodate the old, ex-
posed heat pipes, so the car-
penters had to duplicate
pieces of moldings to fit into
the cut-outs.

While we were busy at
these projects of stabilization
and window repairs, the own-
ers asked if Restore ‘NMore
would be willing to undertake
the next phase of their planned
restoration.

The plaster walls and ceil-
ings exhibited visible cracking throughout the entire
house; in fact, the ceilings in the parlor and the entire
stairway were literally separating from the ceiling joists
and in danger of falling down. Since the plaster was going
to be disturbed throughout the structure, the decision
wasmade to also go ahead with an upgrade of the elec-
trical system, installation of new lighting fixtures, floor
finishing, painting, and another very special restoration
project.

Repairing the plaster at the staircase presented a spe-
cial challenge. Two-hundred-plus years of foot traffic up
and down the staircase has loosened everything just
enough tomake the staircase “springy”, thereby loosen-
ing the plaster. Dennis’ crew had to remove all the plas-
ter and the original plaster lath. Then, each step of the
open, spiral staircase—from first-floor entry to third-floor
attic—had to be reinforced from the underside. (see
photo, p.6)

The plaster ceiling in the parlor had its own special
challenge. The workers had to re-secure the existing ceil-
ing by drilling numerous holes through the plaster and
sucking the ceiling back up into place with screws and
anchors. Then, the plasterers repaired all the holes and
cracks. All this very messy work had to be accomplished

without damaging or soiling the room’s
walls.

The parlor’s walls showcase one of the
most magnificent examples of high style
from that era. The exquisite wallpaper,
still intact but in very poor condition due
to age and insect damage, was imported
from France in the 1830’s. Handmade, it is
made up entirely of 16” x 18” squares of
paper, each piece individually painted

with stencils. Because it is so rare to find such high style,
original wallpaper still intact and restorable, the owners
wanted to retain the historic wallpaper rather than re-
place it with a reproduction. (see photos above)

The first thing Dennis did to protect the room’s price-
less treasure from any possible damage was limit access
to the room to only those workers who absolutely had to
be in that room, and by sealing all the doors and win-
dows with plastic sheeting. Only after an exterminator
positively identified and safely eradicated the offender—
microscopic Indianmeal beetles—did we bring art
restorationist Stacia Hummel into the project to restore
the wallpaper. Stacia spent weeks “painting in” the miss-
ing, damaged, or bug-eaten sections of wallpaper. The
greatest tribute to her talent is that, during an open-
house hosted by the owners shortly after the restoration
was completed, visitors were hard-pressed to find where
the original wallpaper paint ended and Stacia’s hand-
work began.

Our work didn’t end there.
We removed the entire lower portion of the very old,

but still good, slate roof in order to install protective ice-
&-water shield. We then replaced the slate roofing, using
vintage slate to match the original.

The owners had found the original cast-iron firebacks
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Anyone who travels busy Route 741 just west of
Lancaster City knows the place well. In fact, everyone
who knows the place refers to it, and its owner, as “the
flower lady at New Danville.” The real “flower lady” is
homeowner Shelley Rhoads, but during her retail
flower season—May 1 thrumid-July—the house itself
becomes the flowered lady and the term affectionately
becomes her.

When Shelley and husband Randy first approached
Restore ’NMore, their intent was to add a room on the
rear to serve as an entertainment/billiard room and to
remodel or enlarge their small kitchen. John Cox and
Bruce Evans of Cox-Evans Architects designed a very
attractive plan for the Rhoads’ renovation project; one
that also managed to include amaster bathroom in the
second floor of the new addition.

On the first day on the project, on a particularly
nice day in October, Don began removing all the siding
from the rear and one side of the house in preparation for
the renovations and addition. As the siding came off, the
old log walls beneath the siding practically disintegrated
before Don’s eyes. Termites had eaten somuch of the log
walls that it is a wonder the house remained standing for
somany years.

From inside the house one would never know that the
logs were disintegrating. In fact, the original renovation
plans never addressed doing anything to the log walls.
Randy and Shelley loved their log walls, exposed on the in-
terior, just the way they were. But, the rugged beauty of
those log walls was, literally, only skin deep.

Wasting no time, Don quickly brought in Ed
Greenebaum, structural engineer, to review the situation
and advise us on how best to correct it. Testing and in-
spections revealed that the damage was so extensive that
the entire rear of the house and portions of both gable
ends were a disaster waiting to happen. The engineer’s re-
port left Shelley and Randy—and Restore ’NMore—with
only two options: tear the entire house down and build a
new house, or re-engineer the existing house.

Either option would be costly, and either optionmeant
a major change in plans, expenses, and project deadline.

Tomakematters
worse, we had a full
slate of tradespeo-
ple scheduled to ap-
pear on the
project—a project
that had dramati-
cally changed
overnight. Despite
the setback, Gary
and Donmade an
unspoken promise
to have Shelley set-
tled back in her
home before the
start of the spring
retail season.

Astoundingly
fast decision-makers, Shelly and Randy pondered less than
a week on their dilemma. They loved their old log house,
and they wanted to keep it standing. They were going to
turn their lemons into lemonade.

Within a month, working at remarkable speed, they and
Cox-Evans devised a new plan to remodel the entire house
taking into account the major structural repairs that had
to be accomplished. During the down time, Don and Gary
worked feverishly with all the trades to keep them in-
formed of the many changes that were happening. They
also had to re-work the schedule so that the project could
proceed smoothly without causing subsequent scheduling
problems for our own as well as the various trades’ com-
mitments to other clients.

By early December, Randy and Shelley hadmoved out of
the house into temporary quarters for the duration of the
project.

The structural work required removal of all the dam-
aged logs, from ground to roof, including the ones that

TheFairest FlowerofNewDanville
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made up the exposed
log walls that Randy and
Shelley so loved. From the
front, the house looked
normal. From the rear, the
bedroom, bathroom, and
living roomwere on dis-
play for all the world to
see. It was a bizarre sight,
like looking into a child’s
toy dollhouse.

During the demolition phase, we salvaged what
we could of the logs and sawed the uneaten faces off
the termite-eaten interiors. While that was being
done, the carpenters built new bearing walls, putting
the windows and doorways back into their original
locations. The thick planks (the original faces of the
original logs) were fastened to the newly framed
walls, chinked, and with the chair rail and plastered
wainscot back in place and the doors installed, the
old exposed log walls appear to have always been
there. (see story in Spring ’99 issue)

The new plans took advantage of the situation.
Since the restructuring process would somehow af-
fect literally every area of the house, Randy and Shel-
ley asked Cox-Evans to improve their home’s layout.

The second floor, accessed by two stairways, was
made up of four bedrooms, one bath, and snaking hall-
ways. The new layout sacrificed one bedroom, but the re-
sults are worth it. Randy and Shelley now have amaster
suite all to themselves, with an incredible master bath, all
of which overlooks the rear courtyard. The two gue-
strooms now share their own guest bathroom. As an
added bonus, a laundry roomwas tucked in between the
master suite and the guest area.

The new plans re-arranged the first-floor rooms also.
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Ghost Story continued...
for each of the fireplaces stored in a shed on the

property; however, each firebox had been altered over
the years. We rebuilt each firebox, set the original fire-
backs, installed original or newmarble surrounds, and
repaired the original woodmantles where necessary.

We also installed a high-tech, low-voltage lighting sys-
tem throughout the old house. Strategically placed key
pads on the first- and second-floors control the lights in
each of the rooms throughout the house thus eliminating
the need for wall switches in each room and preserving
the historic character of the individual rooms.

Finally, after all the dirt-producing work was com-
pleted, the entire interior was repainted to its former col-
orful decorating schemes. Original colors were
determined from paint scrapings and then replicated
throughout the first floor including the stairway (see
cover photo) and upper level hallways. Althoughmost
people think that our ancestors used dull ormuted col-
ors (Williamsburg-style colors), paint samples usually re-
veal quite the contrary. For example, the first-floor doors
in this home originally had been painted an intense
bright yellow, and they beam bright yellow once again.
Also, the doors to each room on the second floor had
originally sported vivid grain-painting, which Stacia re-
worked on them.

The final product is a priceless treasure, returned to
its former glory, with all the comforts of a modern
home, conditioned to stand for many years to come.

Project Consultant: Barry Stover, architectural historian,
Souderton, PA

added bonus, a laundry roomwas tucked in be-
tween themaster suite and the guest area.

The new plans re-arranged the first-floor rooms also.
Two small rooms at the front of the house were opened
up and have become themedia room. Now, with a com-

fortable viewing distance, Randy was able to
install the big-screen TV he had hoped for.

The new living room had also been two
small rooms, at the rear of the house. Two sets
of French doors, which open into the billiard
room, provide a view out onto the lush patio
and courtyard. The billiard room, one of the
originally planned additions, opens directly
onto the patio making entertaining a delight. It
also features a bar tucked into one corner.

What had been the original family room is
now, more fitting, the dining room. Immedi-
ately adjacent to the kitchen, its location is
perfect for serving and entertaining.

The kitchen addition is another delight.
Two entire walls of the eating area, or breakfast
nook, aremade up of floor-to-ceiling window
units, all overlooking Shelley’s artful landscap-
ing. It’s like eating al fresco everymorning.

Shelley and Randymoved back into their “new” old
home in April, in time for this year’s flower season as
promised.
Project Architect: Cox-Evans Architects, Lancaster, PA

Flower Ladycontinued...
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Gary’s Exceptional Excerpts
Penn’s Forges&Furnaces
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Nearly two hundred years ago (Ed.: now
about 285 years ago), in the early days of the

“Holy Experiment,” the wonderful natural resources of
the province of Pennsylvania, —the great ore bed, the
thickly wooded country giving endless charcoal, and the
strong streams promising water power,—impelled
many capable and hopeful men to attempt the making of
iron. Besides capacity and hope, however, money was
needed for even the smallest beginnings; and in going
over the records one finds, in many cases, that a few
years sufficed to bring the undertaking either to perma-
nent grief or to a new owner. While this was the fate of
some, others, faithful to the early visions of being great
ironmasters, held on their way and realized their
dreams;—handing down to our day their names, their
industries, and their fortunes. We still have with us the
descendants of Thomas Rutter, and Thomas Potts, and
AnthonyMorris; of James Logan, and Peter Grubb, and
Robert Coleman; and of many others.

The first successful attempt to establish iron works
in Pennsylvania was that of Thomas Rutter, an English
Quaker, who about 1716 built a bloomary forge called
Pool… Jonathan Dickson writing in 1717 says, “This last
summer one Thomas Rutter, a smith, who lives not far
from Germantown, hath removed further up in the coun-
try and of his own strength hath set about making iron.
Such it proves to be as is highly set by, by all the smiths
here, who say that the best of Sweeds’ iron doth not ex-
ceed it, and we have heard of others that are going on
with the iron works. It is supposed there is stone (ore)
sufficient for ages to come—and in all likelihood hemp
and ironmay be improved and transported home—. . . if
not discouraged.”

…This furnace produced both pig iron and castings, the
latter being stoves, pots, kettles, andirons, smoothing
irons, clock weights and other articles. —Warwick Fur-
nace, Chester County

…Iron was a commodity that eighty years ago (now 165
years ago)was fashioned into a thousand forms by
the village smith; forms which are now produced by
the foundry, and sold at the village store. —Green
Lane Forge,Montgomery County

…No doubt Indians were employed to some extent at
the forges since their names are found in lists of work-
men – as “Indian John” and “Margalita”: 1728.
—Colebrookdale Furnace,Berks County

…The intermittent character of the work permitted the
farmhands, who were negro slaves during most of the
colonial period, to pursue their work on the farm near
by in the interval of filling and drawing off the ore. —
Durham Furnace,Bucks County

…Under the ownership of these patriotic colonels (Cur-
tis and Peter Grubb, then owners of Cornwall Furnace,
Lebanon County), Cornwall furnace, during the war,
cast cannon, shot, shell, and stoves for the Continen-
tal Army.

…In the spring of 1777 the furnace became overtaxed
and he suggested to the authorities that more power
could be had by conducting the water from Saw Hole
around the base of Cannon Hill to Furnace Run. The
government sent him about two hundred Hessian
prisoners, taken at Trenton, to dig this canal, over a
mile in length. Many of the Hessians remained and be-
came good citizens; it is just possible that theymay
have been induced by the offer of Congress of 29
April, 1778, under which “50 acres of land were
granted to any private soldier who deserted from a
foreign regiment in British pay.” —Elizabeth Furnace,
Lancaster County (Ed.: Of local interest, now that we are
business residents of Baron Stiegel’s fair Manheim, Eliz-
abeth Furnace was begun by John Jacob Huber in 1750,
continued by his son-in-law Henry William “Baron”
Stiegel, subsequently taken over by Robert Coleman in
1776, and remained in almost continuous operation
until 1856. The estate is, to this day, still in the posses-
sion of the descendents of Robert Cole-
man.)

Forges and Furnaces in the Province of Pennsylvania, by
The Committee on Historical Research, The Pennsylvania Society of
the Colonial Dames of
America, 1914.
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[“American iron was sent to
England in 1717 and so much
jealousy was excited by it in
the mother-country that in
1719 a bill was introduced into
Parliament to prevent the erec-
tion of rolling and slitting mills
here; it was then rejected, but
in 1750 such an act was finally
passed; the exportation of pig
metal to England free of duties
was however, allowed.”]

Editorʼs note:
It is always interesting to note
how Pennsylvaniaʼs early iron
industry influenced the early
growth and wealth of the com-
monwealth, touched all walks
of life, and played an impor-
tant role in the Revolution.
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a To all you readers who have been question-
ing us about A Letter About Home… No, we did
not drop you from our mailing list. Yes, we are
still publishing our quarterly newsletter. We
(more precisely, I) simply took a break this past
spring while we undertook some exciting new
changes.

Gary and I used to think the office space in
which Restore ’NMore started out twelve years
ago was huge. Twelve years later the growing
number of bulging file cabinets, disheveled
desks, glowering computer screens, and expo-
nentially increasing piles of files eerily resembled
themarching brooms and buckets scene in “The
Sorcerer’s Apprentice.” On Friday, April 30th, the
wise and powerful sorcerer (otherwise known as
Charles E. Groff & Sons, moving company, of
Mount Joy) spirited everything away and de-
posited it all in our new, s-p-a-c-i-o-u-s office at:

Although the actual move went quickly,

smoothly, and without somuch as a ding or a
scratch – Thank You, Groff’s! – and we were back
in operation by the following Monday, it took a
month to get completely unpacked, reorganized,
decorated (I use that term loosely), and back to
normal. Unfortunately, all that happened when
we should have been preparing the summer
issue. My apologies.

So, A Letter About Home is back in business
and we’re eager to bring you news about all the
exciting projects we’ve been on this year. The
newsletter may have taken a break, but the guys
(our own sorcerers) haven’t missed a beat.


